Formation of normal olfactory memory requires the expression of the wild-type amnesiac gene in the dorsal paired medial (DPM) neurons. Imaging the activity in the processes of DPM neurons revealed that the neurons respond when the fly is stimulated with electric shock or with any odor that was tested. Pairing odor and electricshock stimulation increases odor-evoked calcium signals and synaptic release from DPM neurons. These memory traces form in only one of the two branches of the DPM neuron process. Moreover, trace formation requires the expression of the wildtype amnesiac gene in the DPM neurons. The cellular memory traces first appear at 30 min after conditioning and persist for at least 1 hr, a time window during which DPM neuron synaptic transmission is required for normal memory. DPM neurons are therefore ''odor generalists'' and form a delayed, branch-specific, and amnesiacdependent memory trace that may guide behavior after acquisition.
INTRODUCTION
Memories are formed and stored by changes that occur in the nervous system due to learning. These changes, which are collectively known as memory traces, include any molecular, biophysical, or cellular change induced by learning, which subsequently alters the processing and response of the nervous system to sensory information. Memory traces can be registered as changes in the expression or function of ion channels that cause neurons to be more or less excitable. Memory formation can induce growth processes for the establishment of new connections or the severance of old connections. Memory traces can include changes in cell signaling that alter a neuron's overall ability to integrate information from different types of sensory information. Memory traces also include changes that increase or decrease a neuron's ability to stimulate its synaptic partners.
Memory traces together represent the memory engram that directs behavior of the organism after learning or conditioning events. Classical conditioning is one form of learning whereby a conditioned stimulus (CS) becomes predictive of an unconditioned stimulus (US) when the two stimuli are paired in an appropriate way. The prototypic example of classical conditioning stems from studies on dogs conducted by Ivan Pavlov (Pavlov, 1927) in which tone cues (CS) paired with a food reward (US) became predictive of the food reward, shown by the dog's salivation upon hearing the tone cue after conditioning. In Drosophila, olfactory classical conditioning is a robust and well-studied type of learning in which olfactory cues (CS) are usually paired with electric shock (US), such that conditioning leads to learned avoidance behavior of the CS. Learning to associate two forms of sensory information likely involves specific neurons that respond to both sensory cues and can integrate the information to produce learning. Thus, memory traces for olfactory classical conditioning in Drosophila are expected to form in neurons positioned at the intersections of the olfactory nervous system, the pathway that conveys and processes the CS (CS pathway), and the pathways that convey and process the US (US pathway).
The insect olfactory nervous system begins with olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) distributed between the antennae and maxillary palps. The ORNs project axons to the antennal lobe, where they terminate in morphologically discrete and synapse-dense areas known as glomeruli ( Figure 1A ; Gao and Chess, 1999; Laissue et al., 1999; Scott et al., 2001; Vosshall et al., 2000) . There, the ORNs are thought to form excitatory synapses with at least two classes of neurons, one of these being the projection neurons. The projection neurons then convey the olfactory information along their axons in the antennal cerebral tract to at least two higher brain centers, the mushroom bodies and the lateral horn. A large body of evidence has accumulated indicating the importance of the mushroom bodies for olfactory learning (Waddell and Quinn, 2001; Davis, 2004 Davis, , 2005 . Thus, odors are represented first in the olfactory nervous system by the activation of overlapping sets of ORNs; second by the activation of overlapping sets of projection neurons (Gao et al., 2000; Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997; Vosshall et al., 2000; Ng et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2004; Wilson et al., 2004) , and third by the activation of mushroom body and lateral horn neurons (Marin et al., 2002; Wong et al., 2002; Perez-Orive et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2004) .
We recently reported the discovery of an olfactory memory trace that forms in the projection neurons after olfactory classical conditioning (Yu et al., 2004) . Synaptic release of neurotransmitter from presynaptic specializations of projection neurons in the antennal lobe was monitored optically using the transgenically supplied indicator of synaptic transmission, synapto-pHluorin (spH; Ng et al., 2002) . The memory trace was detected in this case by a rapid but short-lived recruitment of new synaptic activity into the representation of the learned odor. More specifically, distinct odors stimulate distinct sets of projection neurons in naive animals. Within 3 min after conditioning, additional sets of projection neurons become activated by the learned odor. This recruitment is odor specific; different odors recruit different sets of projection neurons into the representation of the learned odor. The recruitment of new sets of projection neuron synapses into the representation of the learned odor, however, is short lived, lasting only 5 min before the synaptic release from the recruited sets of projection neurons decays to the undetectable levels observed prior to conditioning. The short-lived memory trace of projection neurons, although potentially important for guiding behavior for a few minutes after conditioning, cannot account for the time course for behavioral memory, which can last for days. Thus, memory traces in other areas of the nervous system must provide for the persistence of behavioral memory.
The dorsal paired medial (DPM) neurons are large neurons that express neuropeptides encoded by the amnesiac (amn) gene and are critical for normal memory (Waddell et al., 2000) . The encoded neuropeptides are related to pituitary adenylyl cyclase-activating peptide (PACAP; Feany and Quinn, 1995; Moore et al., 1998) . The DPM neurons have Figure 1 . DPM Neurons Extend a Single Neurite that Branches to Innervate the Mushroom Body Lobes (A) Cartoon illustrating the major components of the Drosophila olfactory nervous system in one hemisphere of the brain. Olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) on the antennae send processes through the antennal nerve (AN) and synapse in glomeruli (diffuse green balls) of the antennal lobe (AL). Projection neurons receive inputs from the ORNs and send axons through the antennal cerebral tract (ACT) to the calyx (C) of the mushroom bodies and the lateral horn (LH). Each mushroom body (MB) neuron extends its dendrites into the calyx and one axon through a peduncle (P) toward the anterior face of the brain. Mushroom body axons branch into vertically and horizontally oriented neuropil regions known as lobes. The vertical lobes consist of the a and the a 0 lobes. The horizontal lobes consist of the b, b 0 , and g lobes. One a/b mushroom body neuron is highlighted (black) with a cell body dorsal to the calyx and axon collaterals in the a and b lobes. DPM neurons extend a single neurite that branches to broadly innervate the vertical and horizontal lobes of the mushroom bodies, presumably making synaptic contact on the mushroom body axons or axon terminals. Functional images from living flies were collected from a dorsal and frontal perspective of the fly.
(B) Projection image (left) and its mirror-image cartoon (right) of a confocal stack of a DPM neuron labeled by driving UAS-mCD8-GFP with c316-GAL4 and staining with anti-mCD8 antibodies. The viewpoint is from a position posterior to the fly head and looking in an anterior direction. The DPM neuron cell body (red) extends a process in an anterior and dorsal direction. The process loops and then splits into a branch that has a trajectory toward the medial tips of the horizontal lobes and a branch that extends toward the dorsal part of the vertical lobes. The latter branch splits again, extending a collateral toward the ventral part of the vertical lobes. The DPM neurites broadly innervate (left) both the horizontal and vertical lobes of the mushroom bodies. Other fluorescent fibers observed in the left panel and not shown in the cartoon are from other neurons in the brain in which c316-GAL4 is expressed.
been widely hypothesized to be part of the US pathway (Kandel and Abel, 1995; Waddell et al., 2000, Waddell and Quinn, 2001; Davis, 2004 Davis, , 2005 through the release of the expressed modulatory neuropeptides, in part because their processes invade the mushroom body neuropil and are thought to intersect the olfactory nervous system (Kandel and Abel, 1995; Waddell et al., 2000) . There is also evidence that these neurons release acetylcholine as a coneurotransmitter along with neuropeptides (Keene et al., 2004) . The hypothesis that DPM neurons are solely part of a US pathway predicts that the US but not the CS should activate them and that their response properties should not change after olfactory classical conditioning. A change in their response pattern after conditioning would indicate the presence of a memory trace. We report here the surprising observation that not only do DPM neurons respond to the US of electric shock-predicted by the hypothesis that they are part of the US pathway-but they are odor generalists, responding to all odors that were tested. Moreover, they form odor-specific memory traces as registered by increased odor-evoked calcium influx and synaptic transmission. In contrast to the memory trace that forms immediately after conditioning in projection neurons, the memory trace that forms in the DPM neurons is delayed, appearing at 30 min after olfactory classical conditioning. Temporally distinct memory traces that form within projection neurons and DPM neurons after classical conditioning may be partly responsible for guiding behavior during different time windows after learning.
RESULTS
There are two DPM neurons, each with a large cell body residing in the dorsal aspect of each brain hemisphere (Waddell et al., 2000;  Figure 1 ). They have no obvious dendritic field and extend a single neurite in an anterior direction toward the neuropil regions (lobes) that contain the axons of the mushroom body neurons. The neurite from each DPM neuron splits, and one branch broadly innervates the vertical mushroom body lobes while the other innervates the horizontal mushroom body lobes (Figure 1 ; Waddell et al., 2000) . Careful examination of 12 different confocal stacks highlighting the DPM neurons with the DPM neuron driver, c316-GAL4, revealed that all of the fluorescence in the vertical and horizontal lobes of the mushroom bodies in c316-GAL4/UAS-mCD8GFP flies can be traced to the DPM neuron cell bodies rather than other c316-GAL4-expressing neurons in the brain.
DPM Neurons Respond to the US of Electric Shock
We first asked whether DPM neurons respond to electricshock pulses delivered to the abdomen of living flies. The processes of DPM neurons in the mushroom body lobes of flies carrying c316-GAL4 and the synaptic transmission reporter UAS-synapto-pHluorin (UAS-spH) or the calcium reporter UAS-G-CaMP were visualized before and during the application of electric-shock pulses delivered to the abdomen. We used electric-shock pulses of the same intensity, duration, and frequency as those used for behavioral conditioning (Roman and Davis, 2001) . Figure 2A illustrates in pseudocolor the calcium influx in the DPM neuron processes innervating the vertical mushroom body lobes that occurs with electric shock. There was a dramatic response in the processes at the distal tip of the vertical lobes as well as at the vertical-lobe stalk. Figures 2B-2D illustrate the change in fluorescence (DF/F o ) that occurs with 12 shock pulses delivered at a rate of 1 shock pulse every 5 s. There was an increase in DF/F o coincident with each shock pulse in the vertical lobes ( Figures 2B and 2D ) and the horizontal lobes ( Figure 2C ) with both G-CaMP (Figures 2B and 2C ) and spH ( Figure  2D ). These data indicate therefore that electric-shock pulses to the abdomen produce both calcium influx into the DPM neuron processes and synaptic release from their terminals, observations consistent with the possibility that DPM neurons provide US input to the mushroom body neurons.
DPM Neurons Are Odor Generalists, Responding to Simple and Complex Odors
The hypothesis that DPM neurons provide US input into the mushroom body neurons for olfactory memory formation predicts that these neurons should not be activated by the CS of an olfactory stimulus. To test this prediction, we imaged DPM neuron calcium influx and synaptic transmission in flies presented with odor stimuli to their antennae and maxillary palps. Stimulation with pure odors like 3-octanol (OCT), 4-methylcyclohexanol (MCH), and benzaldehyde (BEN) elicited robust calcium influx into the DPM neuron processes innervating the vertical mushroom body lobes. Figure 3A illustrates pseudocolor images of the responses in the DPM neuron processes innervating the vertical lobes for these three odors. The magnitude of the response was dependent on the odor concentration; no responses were observed using air blown over mineral oil, which was used as an odorant diluent ( Figure 3B ). Moreover, these pure odors elicited synaptic activity of the DPM neuron as well as increased calcium influx ( Figure 3C ). We also observed odor responses in the DPM neuron processes innervating the horizontal mushroom body lobes ( Figure 3C ). Finally, we tested the generality of the DPM odor-evoked response using a battery of 17 different odorants, ranging from pure odors to complex odors such as apple, banana, and grape. In all cases, the DPM neurons responded with increased calcium influx into their processes ( Figure 3C ). Therefore, the DPM neurons are odor generalists in the sense that they apparently respond to all odors administered to the fly. However, the circuitry that provides odorant information to the DPM neurons is unknown.
DPM Neurons Form a Delayed Olfactory Memory Trace
Since the DPM neurons responded to both an odor conditioned stimulus and an electric-shock unconditioned stimulus, we considered the possibility that the neurons might form a memory trace and exhibit a changed response to the CS after olfactory classical conditioning. We therefore imaged either calcium influx into the DPM neuron processes or synaptic release after olfactory classical conditioning. For all experiments, we used each animal for only one measurement in order to avoid potential complications produced by odor habituation, adaptation, or generalization that could occur with multiple exposures.
A within-animal experimental design was employed in which the response of the DPM neuron processes within each animal was first evaluated with a single, 3 s presentation of odor ( Figure 4A ). This was followed by forward conditioning, in which a 60 s odor stimulus was presented simultaneously with 12 electric-shock pulses or by backward conditioning in which the 60 s odor stimulus was presented after the onset of the electric-shock stimuli. Forward conditioning leads to robust behavioral conditioning, whereas backward conditioning does not (Tully and Quinn, 1985) . We then tested the response of the DPM neuron processes at various times after conditioning, again within each animal, and the postconditioning response was compared to the preconditioning response ( Figure 4A ).
The postconditioning responses of the DPM neurons to any of three conditioned odors, OCT, MCH, or BEN, did not differ from the preconditioning responses when assayed at 3 min after forward conditioning ( Figure 4C ). This is in marked contrast to the odor-specific memory trace responses that occur in the projection neurons of the antennal lobe within 3 min after conditioning (Yu et al., 2004) . However, amn mutant flies are only slightly impaired in 3 min memory and have a more pronounced impairment at later times beginning 10-60 min after training (Quinn et al., 1979; Tully and Quinn, 1985; Feany and Quinn, 1995) . Furthermore, synaptic transmission from DPM neurons is not required for 3 min memory (Waddell et al., 2000) and is dispensable during acquisition and retrieval for robust 3 hr behavioral memory (Keene et al., 2004) . DPM synaptic transmission is instead required during the interval between training and testing (Keene et al., 2004 ). These observations Figure 1 ). The greatest fluorescence was observed in the bulbous end of the vertical lobes, although the stalk of the vertical lobes (which is visible in the lower center of the image) also displayed basal fluorescence. The region of interest used for quantifying the response is outlined. The percent change in fluorescence (DF) relative to baseline (F o ) that occurred during a shock pulse is illustrated as a false-color image (right). (B) Calcium influx into the DPM neuron processes that innervate the vertical mushroom body lobes that occurred with 90V, 1.25 s shock pulses (red trace) every 5 s. The trace represents the average %DF/F o across the region of interest, which included the area occupied by the termini of the vertical lobes. An obvious response was observed, with each shock pulse riding on top of a decaying background due to bleaching over a 60 s scanning period. (C) Calcium influx into the DPM neuron processes that innervate the horizontal mushroom body lobes. (D) Synaptic transmission from the DPM neuron processes that innervate the termini of the vertical mushroom body lobes as monitored with synaptopHluorin (spH). The spH responses shown are from the fly that exhibited the highest magnitude response to electric shock because the magnitude of the responses detected with spH was relatively small. The average %DF/F o for the first shock pulse delivered to six different flies measured 2.78 ± 0.34, which is comparable to the response magnitude observed with odor cues ( Figure 3C ). led us to consider the possibility that the DPM neurons might form a memory trace with a delayed onset.
The postconditioning responses at 30 min after forward conditioning to three different odors compared to the preconditioning responses revealed that a delayed memory trace registered by increased calcium influx was detectable at this time ( Figures 4B and 4C) . The increase in calcium influx was not observed at 30 min after backward conditioning, indicating that the memory trace is dependent on the order in which the CS and US are presented, like behavioral conditioning. Furthermore, the increased calcium influx after forward conditioning was also detectable at 60 min after conditioning but not at 15 or 120 min after forward conditioning. However, the variability of the postconditioning responses at 120 min was larger than at other time points, probably because the physiological state of the flies becomes compromised and more variable from the prolonged immobilization. Thus, the DPM neuron memory trace, detectable first at 30 min postconditioning, extends to at least 1 hr and perhaps 2 hr after conditioning. Moreover, the delayed memory trace registered by increased calcium influx into the DPM neuron processes at 30 min after conditioning was also registered as increased synaptic transmission using spH as a reporter ( Figure 4D ). Therefore, odor evokes both increased calcium influx and increased synaptic transmission from DPM neurons 30 min after forward conditioning.
The Delayed Olfactory Memory Trace that Forms in DPM Neuron Processes Is Branch Specific
The above data ( Figures 4B and 4C ) indicated that a delayed olfactory memory trace forms in the DPM neuron processes that innervate the vertical mushroom body lobes at 30 min after conditioning. To determine whether this was a property of the DPM neuron as a whole, we tested for the presence of the memory trace at 30 min after forward conditioning in the DPM neuron processes that innervate the horizontal lobes ( Figure 4E) . Surprisingly, we failed to find evidence for the delayed olfactory memory trace of the DPM neuron in the processes that innervate the horizontal lobes ( Figure 4E ). Imaging the calcium influx into these processes at 3 min or 30 min after forward conditioning with three different odors demonstrated that there was no detectable increase in calcium influx at either time point after conditioning relative to that measured before conditioning. Therefore, these data show that the delayed olfactory memory trace observed in the DPM neuron processes that innervate the vertical mushroom body lobes is branch specific. No such trace forms with comparable kinetics in the DPM neuron branch that innervates the horizontal lobes.
The Delayed and Branch-Specific Olfactory Memory Trace that Forms in DPM Neurons Is Dependent on the Normal Function of amn We wondered whether the gene products of amn might have any role in the formation of the delayed olfactory memory trace formed by the DPM neurons. Therefore, we challenged amn mutant flies to forward conditioning using our optical imaging procedures to determine whether the delayed olfactory memory trace forms normally in the amn mutant background.
The increased calcium influx observed 30 min after forward conditioning of wild-type flies ( Figure 4C ) failed to occur in two different amn mutants, amn X8 and amn chpd ( Figure   4F ). However, the normal conditioned increase in calcium influx did occur if wild-type amn function was provided to the DPM neurons by coexpressing a UAS-amn transgene along with the UAS-G-CaMP reporter in an otherwise amn mutant background. These data show that the formation of the delayed olfactory memory trace in DPM neurons is dependent on the normal function of the amn gene in the DPM neurons themselves. This finding raises a number of interesting possibilities that are discussed in further detail below (see Discussion).
The Delayed Olfactory Memory Trace Established in DPM Neurons Is Odor Specific despite the Neurons' Being Odor Generalists As illustrated above (Figure 3 ), the DPM neurons respond to many different odors and are therefore odor generalists. This prompted the question of whether the memory traces formed by DPM neurons were specific to the shock-paired odor, i.e., would a memory trace formed to one odor by DPM neurons generalize to a second odor? To test for this possibility, we employed a discriminative, within-animal experimental design ( Figure 5A ). In these experiments, each fly was presented with both OCT and MCH before and after conditioning with either OCT or MCH. When flies were conditioned with OCT, increased calcium influx was detected 30 min later only when tested with OCT ( Figure 5B ). No change occurred in the MCH response after OCT conditioning. Conversely, when flies were conditioned with MCH, increased calcium influx was detected 30 min later only when evoked by MCH ( Figure 5C ). Therefore, these data indicate that the delayed olfactory memory trace formed in DPM neurons is odor specific despite the finding that they can respond to all odors.
The Delayed Olfactory Memory Trace Is Formed in DPM Neurons at the Time When DPM Neuron Synaptic Transmission Is Required for the Establishment of Normal Behavioral Memory Synaptic transmission can be blocked from specific neurons in behaving Drosophila by expressing a dominant-negative and temperature-sensitive variant of dynamin, which is encoded by a UAS-Shibire ts (UAS-Shi ts ) transgene (Waddell et al., 2000; Kitamoto, 2001; McGuire et al., 2001; Dubnau et al., 2001) . When expressed from a neuron-specific GAL4 driver, a shift to the nonpermissive temperature of 31ºC causes a block in the endocytosis of neurotransmitter vesicles, leading to the depletion of the readily releasable pool of neurotransmitter vesicles. Previous experiments have revealed that shifting flies carrying c316-GAL4 and UAS-Shi ts from 25ºC to 31ºC at the time of acquisition or retrieval does not affect 3 hr memory performance. However, a shift to the nonpermissive temperature from 30 to 150 min after training compromises 3 hr memory (Keene et al., 2004) . We therefore sought to use c316-GAL4/UAS-Shi ts flies and appropriate temperature shifts to narrow the time window during which synaptic transmission is required from the DPM neurons for normal 3 hr memory, in order to correlate this requirement with the time course for the formation and stability of the delayed olfactory memory trace. Figure 6A illustrates that, when c316-GAL4/UAS-Shi ts flies are shifted to the nonpermissive temperature for 15 min beginning immediately after training, there is no significant effect on 3 hr memory. However, when these flies are shifted to the nonpermissive temperature for 30 min beginning immediately after training, 3 hr memory is similar to the negative control strain, amn X8 . These data therefore suggest that the requirement for normal synaptic transmission from DPM neurons begins between 15 and 30 min after training for normal 3 hr memory. This conclusion is reinforced by temperature shifts of 30 min duration between 30 and 60 min after training. Such shifts abolish 3 hr memory ( Figure 6B ). However, when a 30 min temperature shift is imposed between 150 and 180 min after training, there is no significant effect on 3 hr memory ( Figure 6C ). These data demonstrate that synaptic transmission from DPM neurons is required between 30 and 150 min after conditioning for normal 3 hr memory. Therefore, the behavioral requirement for synaptic transmission from DPM neurons falls within the window of time during which the DPM memory trace is formed.
Short-Program Training Reveals that amn Mutant Animals Acquire Olfactory Memory with Kinetics Similar to Wild-Type Animals
The Rescorla-Wagner model for classical conditioning posits that the value of the US is limiting and that all conditioned stimuli that are associated with a US compete for some of this limiting value (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) . Thus, if a mutant were defective in the processing of the CS, the growth curve for memory formation with multiple training trials might be delayed but would reach asymptote at the same level as the unimpaired control ( Figure 7A ). In contrast, if a mutant were defective in the processing of the US, lower US value might be associated with CS stimuli, and the growth curve for memory formation with multiple training trials would reach asymptote at a level lower than the unimpaired control ( Figure 7A ). We therefore tested the possibility that the amn gene products and, presumably, DPM neurons participate in the US pathway by comparing the acquisition curves of amn mutant animals and normal control animals following multiple short training trials.
Each short training trial consisting of a 10 s odor stimulus and one electric-shock pulse at the end of the odor stimulus provides for a very modest amount of memory formation, but multiple training trials can be used in succession to quantify the growth curve for memory formation (Beck et al., 2000) .
Control flies provided with only a single training trial exhibited modest performance scores; performance scores reached asymptotic levels after ten training trials provided in succession with a 30 s intertrial interval (Beck et al., 2000 ; Figure  7B ). The amn mutant flies exhibited a parallel memory growth curve with no significant difference from control flies after any number of training trials ( Figure 7B) . If, however, control flies and amn mutants were given ten training trials in succession and then rested for 2 hr prior to a memory test, amn mutant animals performed poorly relative to the controls ( Figure 7B ).
These behavioral data are inconsistent with a model positing the amn gene products and the DPM neurons as providing only the US for olfactory classical conditioning. Such a model predicts that the acquisition curve of amn mutant flies would reach asymptote at a level lower than that of control animals. However, the acquisition curve for amn flies reaches an asymptotic level equivalent to the control flies. These data, along with the observed amn impairment following a wait between acquisition and testing, strongly argue in favor of a model in which amn and the DPM neurons are involved in memory at intermediate times after acquisition through the formation of a delayed olfactory memory trace.
DISCUSSION
We have considered two general models for the role of the amn gene and the DPM neurons in the process of olfactory memory formation in Drosophila. The possibility that the amn gene and the DPM neurons provide solely US information for the process of acquisition is unlikely for several different reasons. First, amn mutants have normal levels of memory acquisition, shown by memory growth curves with multiple training trials (Figure 7) relative to control flies. Impairment in the processing of the US information would likely cause the mutant flies to exhibit performance scores that reach asymptote at levels lower than controls. Furthermore, the parallel nature of the memory growth curves also suggests that the processing of CS information is unimpaired since CS impairment should slow the memory growth rate relative to control flies. In addition, these data suggest that the association process itself, or acquisition, is unimpaired since a defect in the association of the CS with the US would also alter the memory growth curve. Finally, the discovery of a delayed olfactory memory trace within the DPM neurons themselves, unless fortuitous, is inconsistent with a role specific to US processing. Rather, the data are strongly consistent with an alternative model envisioning amn and DPM neuron involvement in the formation of intermediate-term memory. The amn mutants exhibit no obvious deficit in acquisition but are impaired in memory (Figure 7 ). Synaptic transmission is required from the DPM neurons during the interval between training and testing but not at the time of training or testing (Keene et al., 2004 ; Figure 6 ). The latter observation (C) Peak amplitude of the %DF/F o response in the vertical lobes for 17 different odors using G-CaMP as the indicator (blue), two odors in the vertical lobes using spH as the indicator (unfilled), and three odors in the horizontal lobes (red) using G-CaMP as the indicator. n = 3-8 animals for each odor. One microliter of a 10% solution of odorant diluted in mineral oil and spotted on filter paper was used in each case except for ethanol, apple, banana, and grape. For these, 10 ml of undiluted pure odorant was used. The response to every odor was statistically significant (t test). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
indicates either that DPM neurons are chronically active or that acquisition itself leads to sustained DPM neuron activity since blocking synaptic activity after acquisition produces a memory impairment at 3 hr. Finally, the delayed memory trace formed in DPM neurons that is coincident in time with their requirement for normal memory formation argues for their involvement in an intermediate stage of memory.
The delayed olfactory memory trace that forms in the DPM neurons is different from our previously observed projection neuron memory trace (Yu et al., 2004) in several interesting ways. First, the memory trace formed by antennal-lobe projection neurons occurs by the recruitment of new synaptic activity into the representation of the learned odor. In other words, there is a qualitative change in the brain's representation of the learned odor as represented by projection neuron activity. The memory trace formed by DPM neurons, in contrast, is a quantitative one, being manifest as an increase in calcium influx and synaptic release with CS stimulation after acquisition. Despite this, the trace formed in the DPM neurons is odor specific. Second, the memory trace formed by projection neurons is detectable very early (as little as 3 min) after training (Yu et al., 2004) , whereas the memory trace formed by DPM neurons is delayed, forming between 15 and 30 min after training. Third, the memory trace formed by projection neurons is very short lived, existing for about 5 min after training (Yu et al., 2004) . The memory trace established in DPM neurons persists for at least 2 hr after training. The existence of multiple memory traces in distinct areas of the olfactory nervous system with different times of formation and duration leads to the interesting hypothesis that memory of a singular event over time is due to multiple and distinct memory traces that guide behavior during different windows of time after learning, a conclusion also reached from studies with the honeybee (Menzel, 2001 ).
Our observations show that the delayed olfactory memory trace is established in the DPM neuron branch that innervates the vertical mushroom body lobes and not in the branch that innervates the horizontal mushroom body lobes. Thus, there exists an intriguing branch specificity to the formation of the delayed olfactory memory trace. The significance of this observation is not yet clear. However, other studies have pointed to the possibility that mushroom body neurons have branch-specific information processing. Some flies mutant for the a lobes absent (ala) gene lack the vertical branch or the horizontal branch of the mushroom body neurons. Intriguingly, mutant animals missing only the vertical A) Diagram illustrating two conditioning protocols that were used for these experiments. The comparisons made here were within individual animals. Each fly received a 3 s exposure to odor, then either forward or backward conditioning (45 s offset) with 1 min of odor CS along with 12 electric-shock pulses. After conditioning, each animal was given a single test at 3, 15, 30, 60, or 120 min. Each animal was used for only one measurement in order to avoid potential complications produced by odor habituation, adaptation, or generalization that could occur with multiple exposures. (B) Grayscale images of basal fluorescence in the distal portion of the vertical lobes using c316-GAL4/UAS-G-CaMP flies are shown in the left column for OCT, MCH, and BEN. The region of interest used for quantifying each response is outlined. Calcium influx detected in the DPM processes with odor stimulation before conditioning is illustrated in the middle column of images. The enhanced calcium influx detected in these processes with odor stimulation after conditioning is illustrated in the right column of images. The percent change in fluorescence during odor application is illustrated on a pixel-by-pixel basis as a false-color image. These images were obtained from tests at 30 min after conditioning. (C) Summary of the DPM neuron calcium responses in the vertical lobes to three different odors at various times after conditioning. Data represent the percent change in the postconditioning response (%DF/F o postconditioning) compared to the preconditioning response (%DF/F o preconditioning). No change in calcium influx was detected for any of the odors at 3 min after conditioning (forward, 3 min). A robust increase in calcium influx was detected in the DPM neurons at 30 min after conditioning for all three odors (forward, 30 min). This increase in calcium influx did not occur with backward conditioning (backward, 30 min). The increase in calcium influx into the DPM neurons was statistically significant at 30 min and 60 min after conditioning but not at the other time points (t test). 3 min forward, not significant for any odor (n = 6 except for OCT, where n = 9). 15 min forward OCT, not significant (n = 6). 30 min backward, not significant for any odor (n = 6 except for OCT, where n = 5). 30 min forward, OCT p = 0.0005 (n = 12); MCH p = 0.0099 (n = 6); BEN p = 0.0007 (n = 6). 60 min forward OCT, p = 0.0026 (n = 5). 120 min forward OCT, not significant (n = 5). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate statistically significant changes. (D) Summary of the DPM neuron synaptic responses using the spH reporter in the vertical lobes to OCT as the CS at 3 and 30 min after conditioning. Data represent the percent change in the postconditioning response (%DF/F o postconditioning) compared to the preconditioning response (%DF/F o preconditioning). No change in synaptic release was detected at 3 min after forward conditioning. A robust and significant increase (t test) in synaptic transmission was detected at 30 min after conditioning. This increase in synaptic transmission at 30 min did not occur with backward conditioning. 3 min forward, not significant (n = 6). 30 min forward, p = 0.0087 (n = 6). 30 min backward, not significant (n = 6). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate statistically significant changes. (E) Summary of the DPM neuron calcium responses in the horizontal lobes to three different odors at two times after conditioning. Data represent the percent change in the postconditioning response (%DF/F o postconditioning) compared to the preconditioning response (%DF/F o preconditioning). No significant (t test) change in calcium influx was detected for any of the odors at 3 min after conditioning (forward, 3 min; n = 8, 6, and 7 for OCT, MCH, and BEN, respectively). No significant (t test) change in calcium influx was detected for any of the odors at 30 min after conditioning (forward, 30 min; n = 8, 6, and 6 for OCT, MCH, and BEN, respectively). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. (F) Summary of the DPM neuron calcium responses to OCT at 30 min after conditioning in the vertical lobes of amnesiac (amn) and amnesiac-rescued flies. Data represent the percent change in the postconditioning response (%DF/F o postconditioning) compared to the preconditioning response (%DF/F o preconditioning). In contrast to control flies (C) or amn mutants coexpressing UAS-amn along with UAS-G-CaMP in the DPM neurons, the amn X8 and amn chpd mutants failed to exhibit a memory trace of increased calcium influx at 30 min after conditioning. No significant (t test) change in calcium influx was detected for amn
X8
;c316-GAL4 (n = 11) or amn chpd ;c316-GAL4 flies (n = 6). A significant increase in calcium response was detected for amn X8 ;c316-GAL4/UASamn (p = 0.0047, n = 6) and amn chpd ;c316-GAL4/UAS-amn flies (p = 0.0013, n = 6). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate statistically significant changes.
branch of the mushroom body neurons have been reported to exhibit normal short-term memory but no long-term memory (Pascual and Preat, 2001 ). Thus, long-term memory may form only in the vertical branch of the mushroom body neurons or be retrieved specifically from this branch. The formation of a delayed olfactory memory trace in the DPM neuron branch that innervates the vertical mushroom body lobes is consistent with the possibility that branch-specific longterm memory processes occurring in the vertical branch of the mushroom body lobes are dependent on the delayed memory trace that forms in this DPM neuron branch. The delayed memory trace that forms in the DPM neurons is dependent on the normal function of the amn gene product since the trace fails to form in amn mutants but can be rescued by expression of the wild-type amn gene in the DPM neurons. This observation raises at least three possibilities for the role of the amn-encoded neuropeptides in the formation of the delayed olfactory memory trace. First, it is possible that the released neuropeptides exert their effects in an autocrine fashion, interacting with neuropeptide receptors on the DPM neurons themselves in order to initiate the formation of the memory trace. Second, it is also possible that the released neuropeptides interact with receptors on postsynaptic neurons, such as mushroom body neurons, and that this stimulates a retrograde signal that leads to the formation of the DPM neuron memory trace. Third, it is possible that the amn-encoded neuropeptides are not employed for physiological changes in the adult brain but are required in a developmental capacity for DPM neurons to be competent to form the memory trace.
There exist at least two broad explanations for the role of the DPM neurons and the amn-encoded neuropeptides in olfactory learning. One possibility is that the DPM neurons integrate CS and US information independently of integration events that occur elsewhere in the nervous system. In this scenario, the CS information may be transmitted to the DPM neurons via unknown interneurons from the antennal lobe or lateral horn, or, alternatively, the DPM neurons might receive CS information from the mushroom body axons. In other words, DPM neurons may be postsynaptic to the mushroom body neurons. This could explain why the DPM neurons are odor generalists since their broad innervation of the mushroom body lobes would allow them to sample the odorant-stimulated activity of many or all mushroom body neurons. This possibility predicts that the DPM neurons should exhibit postsynaptic specializations on some of their processes-perhaps those that innervate the horizontal lobes, as one possibility. The strengthening of specific mushroom body-DPM neuron synapses after olfactory learning could explain how the DPM neurons form odorspecific memory traces despite being odor generalists. Other DPM neuron processes may be presynaptic to the mushroom bodies such that the CS/US integration events that occur within the DPM neurons might be passed on to the mushroom bodies to reinforce their output. The presynaptic interactions may be through synapses onto the mushroom body fibers in the vertical lobes, reinforcing mushroom body output over the intermediate term and perhaps establishing the permissive signaling events for long-term memories to form in the vertical lobes. The DPM neurons may also receive US information indirectly from the mushroom body neurons or from other neurons. The contributions of the two putative DPM neuron neurotransmitters-acetylcholine and neuropeptides-to these processes remain to be clarified. Both acetylcholine and amn neuropeptides are required for behavioral memory (from experiments with Shibire and amn mutants, respectively). The amn neuropeptides are also required autonomously for the formation of the DPM neuron memory trace.
The second broad explanation envisions the DPM neurons as maintaining already integrated information through a networked association with the mushroom bodies. The complete integration of CS and US information may occur in the projection neurons and mushroom body neurons. DPM neurons, in a postsynaptic role to the mushroom bodies, would receive integrated information leading to increased excitability. The transfer of the CS/US-integrated information from the mushroom bodies to the DPM neurons may occur immediately after learning, initiating a process intrinsic to the DPM neurons that produces a delayed increase in odor-evoked transmission 30 min later, or the transfer of the integrated information itself from the mushroom bodies to the DPM neurons may occur through a delayed process after learning. In either case, the increased excitability of the DPM neurons would feed back onto and strengthen the output of the mushroom body neurons, leading to robust intermediate-term memory.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Transgenic Animals and Behavioral Conditioning
Flies carrying UAS transgenes containing synapto-pHluorin (P{UAS-spH}34; Yu et al., 2004) or G-CaMP (P{UAS-G-CaMP}; Wang et al., 2003 Wang et al., , 2004 were employed along with the DPM neuron driver, c316-GAL4 (Waddell et al., 2000) , for functional-imaging studies. The amn chpd allele is a P element insertion into the amn open reading frame; amn X8 is an 800 bp deletion of the amn open reading frame (Moore et al., 1998) . The UAS-amn transgene employed was UAS-amn#1, which has no basal expression in the absence of a GAL4 driver (Waddell et al., 2000) . The rutabaga (rut) allele used in Figure 7 was the null allele, rut 2080 (Han et al., 1992) . The flies used containing UAS-Shi ts have one copy of UAS-Shi ts on the X chromosome and two copies on the third chromosome. Drosophila were conditioned behaviorally using a standard, twoodor discriminative, and negatively reinforced classical-conditioning paradigm (Beck et al., 2000; Keene et al., 2004) . Flies were maintained on a 12 hr dark/12 hr light cycle on standard Drosophila medium at 24ºC.
Whole-Mount Immunostaining
Adult brains from flies carrying c316-GAL4 and UAS-mCD8-GFP were dissected in 1Â phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and incubated in fixative solution (4% paraformaldehyde, 0.3% Tween 20, and 0.3% Triton X-100 in 1Â PBS) for 1 hr. The brains were washed in 1Â PBS containing 0.3% Tween 20 and 0.3% Triton X-100 (PBS-TT). After incubation with 5% normal goat serum (NGS) for 3 hr, primary antibody (rat anti-mCD8 [Caltag] 1:100 in 5% NGS) was added and kept overnight at 4ºC. Samples were washed with PBS-TT and secondary antibody (goat anti-rat conjugated with Alexa 488 1:500 in 5% NGS) was added, and the samples were kept overnight at 4ºC. Brains were washed in PBS-TT and mounted in 50% glycerol on a glass slide, using glass spacers. Images were collected with a Leica confocal microscope using the 63Â objective at 512 Â 512 resolution. Projections of maximum intensity of each Z stack were made using Image J software.
Functional Imaging
Functional-imaging procedures were similar to those already described (Yu et al., 2004) . Flies containing both a GAL4 driver and UAS-spH or UAS-G-CaMP were mounted in pipette tips, and their exposed heads were secured to the tip opening with silicon cement. A small area of cuticle was removed from the top of the head capsule, and the opening was covered with a piece of plastic wrap. The flies were then mounted Mutants Exhibit an Acquisition Profile Indistinguishable from Wild-Type Controls (A) Hypothetical memory growth curves as a function of training-trial number for normal animals, a mutant with a putative CS processing defect, and a mutant with a putative US processing defect. The Rescorla-Wagner theory of classical conditioning predicts that, with a US processing defect, the total US value will be limiting and the memory growth will reach asymptote at a level lower than the normal memory asymptote, while a CS processing defect will produce a reduced memory growth rate but an asymptotic level equivalent to the normal asymptotic level.
(B) Flies were conditioned with 1 to 15 short program training trials, which consisted of 10 s of CS+ odor with a single electric-shock pulse presented at 9 s after odor onset followed by 30 s of fresh air and subsequently 10 s of CSÿ odor without shock. They were tested at 3 min following the last training trial. One set received ten training trials and a 2 hr wait prior to testing memory. The wild-type controls (wCS10) and amn X8 mutants exhibited modest but equal performance after a single training trial. Additional training trials produced an increase in performance with increasing trial number. rutabaga (rut
2080
) mutants performed poorly after a single training trial. ANOVA comparing genotype performance but within training-trial number revealed no significant differences between control and amn X8 flies, except that there was a significant difference between control and amn X8 mutant flies given ten training trials and tested 2 hr after the last training trial (p < 0.0001). n = 5-7 for all groups.
beneath a 20Â objective of a Leica TCS confocal microscope and imaged with a 488 nm excitation line. The emitted light was collected from 520 ± 15 nm. Odors were delivered with pressurized air flowing at a rate of 100 ml per min. Odorants were spread on a small piece of filter paper inside a syringe barrel, and the syringe barrel was placed in line with the pressurized air. Concentrated odorants were diluted in mineral oil. The delivery of odorants was accomplished with a three-way Teflon valve under the control of a programmable timer, such that fresh air could be delivered to the animals for a determined period with an instantaneous switch to odorlaced air without altering the overall flow rate. Electric-shock pulses were applied to the fly's abdomen. A total 12 pulses of electric shock at 90V were delivered, with each shock lasting 1.25 s.
Data Analysis
Images were acquired at 5 frames/per second at a resolution of 256 Â 256 pixels. The image data were analyzed as already described (Yu et al., 2004) . In general, the raw fluorescence images were first smoothed with a 7 Â 7 Gaussian convolution filter and then registered. Regions of interest were circumscribed, and a pseudocolor image of the %DF/F o ratio was produced. The value F o was calculated for each pixel within the region of interest as the fluorescence prior to odor application, as averaged over five successive frames. The value DF was calculated for each pixel within the region of interest as the difference between the maximum average intensity during the 3 s odor application for five successive frames and F o .
